GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS COMMITTEE
2004 SPRING MEETING REPORT

TO: MELINDA OREBAUGH, PRESIDENT, MIDWEST CHAPTER/MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

FROM: JULIE SCHNEIDER, GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS CHAIR

SUBJECT: REPORT FOR SPRING BOARD MEETING

DATE: 3/20/04

Activities:

1. Identified state governmental relations coordinators within the Midwest Region.

2. Wrote brief introduction for Midwest Chapter newsletter in order to introduce members to their state governmental relations coordinators (a list of those coordinators is attached).

Objectives:

1. Attend the Spring Board meetings and annual Fall meeting each year.

2. Work closely with state coordinators to identify key issues in each state, including budgetary concerns, and report those to membership through the newsletter.


4. Communicate legislative concerns of the region to the MLA board.

This report is informational and requires no action by the Board.
The current State Coordinators of the Governmental Relations Committee for the Midwest Chapter of MLA are:

**ILLINOIS**

Sue Hollander
sholland@uic.edu

**INDIANA**

Julie Esparza
julieesparza@yahoo.com

**IOWA**

Trish Duffel
trish-duffel@uiowa.edu

**KENTUCKY**

Laura Davison
davison@email.uky.edu

**MICHIGAN**

Diane Hummel
diane.hummel@spectrum-health.org

**MINNESOTA**

Pamela Barnard
pamela.barnard@allina.com

**NORTH DAKOTA**

Mary J. Markland
markland@medicine.nodak.edu

**OHIO**

Susan Hill
seh4@case.edu

**WISCONSIN**

Julie Schneider (committee chair)
jschneider@library.wisc.edu